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Abstract--An error complexity analysis of a parallel LU decomposition algorithm is given. The results 
show that for a moderate system of order n the new algorithm is slightly inferior to the standard LU 
decomposition algorithm. For large n, the new algorithm is practically equivalent to the standard one. 
Some experiments are also included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Ref. [1], Neta and Tai introduced a highly efficient parallel LU decomposition algorithm for 
the class of single instruction stream-multiple data stream (SIMD) machines. The arithmetic 
complexity of the algorithm in the dense case is n2/3, using 3(n - 1) processors. Although a sketchy 
error analysis is given for the major part of the computation, o comparisons were made between 
the usual sequential LU decomposition algorithm and the new one on the accuracy of the computed 
results. In this paper we give a comparative error complexity analysis of the two algorithms and 
show that the new algorithm, although efficient, is slightly inferior to the sequential algorithm in 
terms of our error complexity measures. Section 2 contains ome preliminary results. The error 
complexity analysis is given in Section 3. Some numerical experiments and concluding remarks are 
given in Section 4. 
2. SOME PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
Given a normalized floating-point system with a z-digit base fl mantissa, the following equations 
can be assumed to facilitate the error analysis of general arithmetic expressions using only +,  - ,  
• or / operations [2]: 
f l (x#y)=(x#y)A ,  #~{+, - - , * , /} ,  (1) 
where 
{/3 ' - ' /2  for rounded operations ]AI <~ 1 + E, E ~< /31 -" for chopped operations, 
and x and y are given machine floating-points numbers and f l ( . )  is used to denote the computed 
floating-point result of the given argument. We shall call A the unit A-factor. 
In general one can apply equation (1) repeatedly to a sequence of arithmetic steps, and the 
computed result z can be expressed in rational form as 
>,(zp ) 
Zp i A¢(Zp i ) 
z = z. _ ~= ) (2) 
Zq -- ;'% ) 
2 zqjA°~zqJ ) 
jffil 
where each z,a or z~ is an exact product of error-free data, and A k stands for the product of k 
possibly different A-factors. We should emphasize that all common factors between the numerator 
and denominator should have been factored out before z can be expressed in its final rational form 
of equation (2). Following Ref. [3], we shall henceforth call such an exact product of error-free 
data a basic term, or simply a term. Thus, ~.(zp) or ~(zq) is then the total number of such terms 
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whose sum constitutes Zp or Zq, respectively, and a(zpt) or a(z~) gives the possible number of 
round-off occurrences associated with zp~ or z~ during the computational process. We define the 
following two measures: 
maximum error complexity, 
- 
and 
max a(Zpi), 6(Zq)  = - -  max tr(ze); (3) 
1 ~ i <<. 2(Zp) 1 ~ j ~ 2(zq )
cumulative rror complexity, 
~)  
S(Zp) - 2. cr(Zp,), S(Zq) - ~)  a(ze). (4) 
i=1 jffil 
Different algorithms used to compute the same z can then be compared using the above error 
complexity measures and the comparative numbers of basic terms created by the algorithms. 
For convenience we will use ~q and fp to represent the 3-tuples 
{~.(Zq), o(Zq), S(Zq)}, {2(Zp), o'(Zp), S(Zp)}, 
respectively, so that the computed z of equation (2) is fully characterized by 
~_~p 
eq 
The unit A-factor is then defined as 
- {1, 1, 1}. (5a) 
In division-free computations any computed z will have only the numerator part zp. The 
following lemma is useful in dealing with intermediate computed results• 
Lemma 1 
Given x and y with their associated gp and )Tp, 
(i) if z = xy, then 
f.p =-- .fp.fp = 9p.f, = {2(xp)2(yp), a(xp) + a(yp), s(xp)2(yp) + 2(xp)s(yp)}; 
(ii) if x = z _+ y, then 
fp -= 2p +3~ = p, + 2p = {2(%) + 2(yp), max(a (%), a(yp)), s(%) + s(yp)}. 
Proof The results can be obtained easily by expressing x and y as 
X = ~.~ xpiA'(Xe D, y = ~.~ ypyAa(Ypy ) 
i=l j=l 
and applying equations (3) and (4) and the definition of 2(zp) to find ~p. Q.E.D. 
For A i one can apply Lemma 1 and obtain easily that 
N= X'= {1, i, i}. (5b) 
For general floating-point computations, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2 
Given x and y with their associated 
,2 = ffp-  {2(x') 'a(x') 's(xr)} . f= .~,_  {2(y,) ,a(y,) ,s(y,)} 
)~q - -  {2(Xq) ,  O'(Xq),  S (Xq)} '  Vq {,~(yq), ff(yq), S(yq)}' 
(i) if z =f l (x  + y) and there is no common factors between Xq and yq, then 
i q  .~qyq 
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(ii) if z =f l (x  * y) and there is no common factors between xp and yq or between yp and Xq, 
then 
X yq 
(iii) if z =f l (x /y)  and there is no common factors between xp and yp or between xq and yq, 
then 
eq yp q 
Proof First we apply equation (1) to each case and obtain 
z =f l (x  # y) = (x # y)A, # ~ { +,  - , . , / ) .  
The results can then be obtained easily by using equations (3) and (4). Q.E.D. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
Given a system of  linear equations A x = b, where A is an n x n non-singular matrix, b and x 
are n-vectors, the LU decomposit ion method first finds a unidiagonal ower triangular matrix L 
and an upper triangular matrix U such that A = LU and then find x as x = U-~y, where y = L -lb. 
The individual elements of  L and U are given as 
lij=(aq--s,~l! IaUkj)/Usj, i >~j + 1, (6a) 
and 
j - I  
us, = aj~ -- E ljk Uk,, j >>. i  (6b) 
k=l  
A sequential algorithm based on the above equations is given as follows. 
Algorithm S 
for k = 1 ton- I  do 
fo r i=k+l  tondo  
ltk = fl (a~ /akk )
fo r j=k+l  tondo  
fo r i=k+l  tondo  
ais =fl(aq -- Ilk akj) 
For  simplicity we assume that A and b are error-free with ~j = 5~ = T = 6~ = 6~. = { 1, 0, 0}. Then 
we have the following theorem [4]. 
Theorem 3 
The computed L and U using Algor ithm S are such that 
- ~kT~, i>k ;  f i l l=~l. ,  Uls=61, j~>2;  ~k=_---- 
Ok* 
k- !  
cko - ck ~*(1, k - l) = 1-[ c,°, J > k > l; 
Ukk = 6"(1, k -- 1) '  uks--" ~*(1, k - 1) '  , = l 
= + 3. 
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The new parallel algorithm is given as follows. 
Algorithm P 
for i = 1 to n do 
for j = 1 to n do 
t(0) = ai jij 
tg)= 1 
fo rm=l  ton - -1  do 
for i - -m + 1 to n do 
fo r j=m+l  dondo 
l!m) = t7 ( t (m-  1)t(m- 1) -- t(m - l)t( ~-  1)~ 
tj d " ~- tJ -ram -ira " mJ J 
tt==m ) =f l ( t  ~,.--lZ,)m_, t~==--l)) 
for k = 1 to n do 
fo r j=ktondo  
Ukj = fl(t~ k-')/t~k_-ll~ _, ) 
for i = k + 1 to n do 
~k- l) k - l) l~=fl(t , ,  /t~k ). 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 
The results computed using Algorithm P are such that 
3/+1. i = j  =m + 1, 
T~II ) = T, r~'2 = a*(1, m)Tt =- 1 ~7)  ~ 
&+, 
where 
otherwise, 
3k7{, i > k ; ti, t=aT,. , z i , j=a, ,  j~>2;  ra ,=~k * 
dk" 1)Ak_~ a , aTk A, j>k>l ,  
~kk = d*(1, k - u-kj = d*(1, k - 1)a k-2 
i , j>~m+l ,  m>l .  
k- I  
dl=~t~l*=Cl, aT*(1, k - -1 )=I - Id , . ,  j>k>l ;  d=+,.=aT=+,=aT=aT=.aa+a~=~=a 2. 
~=1 
Proof. For results on the t matrices we observe that 
t~ ) = t17 - ' ) t  ~,,-')A = - t~m m - ') t~j - ' )A =, t{mm~ ) = t(m--,', ) -1 t{,~,~ - ')A, 
hence 
f~7) 7!,n-l)i'~%-I) 2 tin-l) ='t J  7{ JI- r im T(  ~-  ,)a2, ~r(~ = ~'(ra_---ll,)1 ~'~n- I}a" 
The complexity results can now be verified by substitution. Those complexity results on the L and 
U matrices then follow easily. Q.E.D. 
F rom Theorem 3 we have 
~(Cj+ 1 ) = ~(C j+ 1") = 2~2(Cj) '  {7(Cj+ 1 ) = a (C j+ I*) = 3 "}- 20'(Cj), 
s(cj+ , ) = s(cj+ ,.) = 42(cj)s(cj) + 422(cj). 
Hence 
2(c j+, )=2 v - ' ,  a (c j+ , )=3(2  j - l ) ,  
Similarly, we can also obtain from Theorem 4 that 
2 (d , ,+ , )=2 =-t, a(dm+,)=2(2  =-  1), 
s(cj+l) = (2 j -  1)2 v. 
s (dm +, ) = (2" - 1)2 2-. 
Now for any computed y, let us express the complexity of  y in its rational form as 
)7(p) 
? = ?~q--7 • 
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Using this notation and the above results, we then derive fromTheorem 3 that 
~'~) -- ff~{ ) = ff~) = C'k. = {2 2~-'- ', 3(2 k- '  -- 1), (2 k- '  - 1)2 2~- t}, 
1"~)= 3,A = {2 2 ' - ' - ' ,  3(2 k - ' )  - 2, (2 k - 1)2 2~-1- l} 
and 
tT~ = ~7~ ) = e*(1, k - 1) = {22k-'-k, 3(2 k- '  - k), 2(2 k- '  - k)22k-'-a}. 
Similarly, we derive from Theorem 4 that 
]'~) = a~ ) = a~ p) = ¢~k.~ = {2 2 . -~-  ', 2 k - -  1, (2 k - -  1)2 2~- ' -  ~}, 
/'~) = ate. = {2 2~- ' -  ', 2(2 ~- '  - 1), (2 ~- '  - 1)2 2~-'} 
and 
(7a)  
(7b) 
(7c) 
(8a) 
(8b) 
a~ = a~) = ~J*(1, k - 1)A k-2= {22k-'-k, 2k--k -- 2, (2k-- k -- 2)22k-'-k}. (8C) 
If we denote by S and P (in subscripts) the computations done using Algorithms S and P, 
respectively, then the following corollary can be easily established from the above equations. 
Corollary 1 
The computed L and U using Algorithms S and P satisfy the following equations: 
2(l~))ls = 2(l~;D)lp, 2(l~f))ls = 2(l~.f)lp, i>k>~l ,  
2(u~>)ls =~.(u~,~>)lp, 2(u~,ff))ls=~(u~,ff))lp, j >~k/> 1; 
o( l~) )  Is - cr(/~))lp > 2 - '  - 2 -k ,  
~(/~)l~ 
i>k>~l ;  a( l~)) ls= 1.5a(l~l))lp, 2 - '>  
a(u~,q>)ls-a(u~q))lp 2 k-' -2k  +2 
a(u~,q)) I p 2 k - k - 2 
*(u~,~) Is - ~(u~: ) l  ~ 2-1> >2- J - -2  I-k, j>~k>~l; 
a(u~f))lp 
s(l!Z))ls-- s(l~ZOIp, s(l~f)ls= s(l~))lp, i > k >i 1, 
s(u~q))l p-- s(u~))t s k - 2 s(u~)) I p - s(u~))l s 1 
s(u~q))ls =2k_2  k , S(u~p))} s = 2k_ 2, j>~k >1 1. 
From Corollary 1 we see that although in terms of maximum error complexity Algorithm P is better 
than Algorithm S by having a smaller maximum error complexity, it is the reverse in terms of 
cumulative rror complexity. Since actual error tends to be proportional to the cumulative rror 
complexity, we expect to see better mumerical results for small k in the computed U by using 
Algorithm S. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENT AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
For the numerical experiment a set of 1000 matrices of order 6 are generated. The coefficients 
of the matrix A are random numbers in the range from 0 to 1. The computed LU decompositions 
are obtained in single precision using a Sun/3 system. The unit round-off is 2 -24. The exact LU 
decompositions are obtained in double-precision with a unit round-off < 2 -4s. The number of 
1, ,~ t" I/exact lcomput~l I exact significant digits for each 1 o is calculated as - , , ,b,0~,o - ' o  L/llo I). 
A similar formula can be devised for each u~j. The average number of significant digits is simply 
the cumulative number of significant digits divided by the number of components accumulated. 
Let e 0 be the average number of significant digits of the (i, j )th component of the computed L 
and U using Algorithm S. Similarly, let fo be the same using Algorithm P. Then, Table 1 gives the 
values of e o and Table 2 gives the same for f0- 
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Table 1. eq by Algorithm S 
j= l  j~2  j=3 j=4  j=5 j=6 
im l  CO CO CO CO CO CO 
i = 2 7.846 7.478 7.512 7.500 7.484 7.501 
i = 3 7.810 7.197 7.000 7.027 7.029 7.017 
i = 4 7.799 7.217 6.826 6.674 6.682 6.653 
i = 5 7.819 7.266 6.811 6.558 6.424 6.421 
i = 6 7.794 7.238 6.835 6.543 6.298 6.182 
Table 2. fq by Algorithm P 
j= l  j=2 j=3  j=4 j=5 j=6  
i = l CO 00 CO oO CO <30 
i = 2 7.846 7.400 7.433 7.414 7.407 7.406 
i = 3 7.810 7.187 6.925 6.935 6.940 6.956 
i =4 7.799 7.188 6.801 6.638 6.615 6.595 
i = 5 7.819 7.200 6.785 6.517 6.366 6.346 
i =6 7.794 7.202 6.799 6.512 6.267 6.127 
We see from the above two tables that the first row and column of Tables 1 and 2 are identical. 
This is not surprising as these elements are evaluated in exactly the same sequence regardless of 
the chosen algorithm. However, this is not so for the remaining elements: in general eij ~>f~j. This 
confirms the validity of Corollary 1 for this set of examples. We should also point out that the 
differences between the corresponding e~y andf j  are not large. For large n we expect hat these two 
algorithms are practically equivalent. In such a case, the highly efficient Algorithm P can be used 
without sacrificing accuracy. 
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